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There has been wide interest in the properties of conjugated
polymer thin films since the first demonstrations of polymer light-
emitting devices in the early 1990s.1,2 The complex structure of
polymer films coupled with the tendency for these systems to
have electronic interactions between polymer chains has led to
controversy about the nature of the light-emitting species and
carrier dynamics in films. Interpolymer species have been
indicated to both decrease and increase the quantum yield for
emission,3-9 as well as both increase and decrease the charge
carrier mobility.10-12 These contradictions present the need for
nanoscale characterization to obtain a clear picture of the
molecular structure in these systems. This is particularly true in
applications with ordered films such as polarized light-emitting
devices13,14 or polymer lasers.15 Many conjugated polymer films
have liquid crystalline (LC) properties that cause the chains to
self-order in films16 and can be used to create highly ordered
annealed films.17 It has generally been believed that the polymers
adopt a nematic LC order within the annealed films. However,
we report in this communication that annealed films of the
conjugated polymer poly(9,9 dihexylfluorene) (PDHF), inset in
Figure 1, display a more complex structure on the nanometer
length scale. Near-field scanning optical microscopy18,19 is used
to determine that the polymers pack into long ribbonlike structures
whose long axis is perpendicular to the polymer backbone. Such
structures affect the migration of excitations in these systems and
demonstrate the need for careful nanoscale characterization of
conjugated polymer films.

The effect of interpolymer interactions in PDHF films can be
observed in their fluorescence spectra. The fluorescence spectra

of 170 nm spin-coated films are shown in Figure 1 for a pristine
“as-spun” film and films annealed for 2 and 12 h. Films were
annealed by heating them just above their LC phase transition
(250 °C) in a dry nitrogen atmosphere and holding them at this
temperature for 2 or 12 h before rapidly cooling them. The
increase in polymer order with annealing leads to a decrease in
the fluorescence at 420 nm and a new band growing in around
550 nm. These changes are accompanied by two new long-lived
fluorescent species at low energies.10 These species have been
assumed to be due to increase in the overlap ofπ-electrons
between polymer chains in the films due to partial alignment in
the nematic phase. The LC order has been thought to be nematic
on the basis of the high polydispersity of most conjugated polymer
samples and images from conventional polarized light microscopy
(PLM). Some previous X-ray diffraction studies have shown the
order to be more complex.9,18 A PLM micrograph is shown in
Figure 2 and displays the Schlieren texture indicative of nematic
order.

Near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) reveals a
richer structure not seen in the far field experiments. NSOM is a
scanning probe microscopy (SPM) technique that simultaneously
collects nanoscale topographic and fluorescence images by
scanning with a force feedback mechanism in the near-field with
a sub-wavelength aperture fiber optic probe. There have only been
a few NSOM or SPM studies of conjugated polymer films.17,21-22

The NSOM apparatus and PDHF used in these studies have been
previously described.17 Figure 3 shows the topography of PDHF
films annealed 2 and 12 h. The topography of the pristine films
shows 50-150 nm clusters that form due to insolubility in the
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Figure 1. Fluorescence spectra of pristine (1), 2-h annealed (2), and
12-h annealed (3) PDHF films.

Figure 2. Polarized light micrograph of an annealed PDHF film view
through crossed polarizers. Scale bar is 10 micrometers.
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spinning solution prior to spin-coating.17 Upon annealing, the
clusters shrink, and the polymer begins to pack into ribbons that
are 40-70 nm wide and 500 nm to 1µm long; longer annealing
times increase the length but not the width of these features. The
degree of order within these structures can be quantified with
the NSOM fluorescence image. Since the dipole of PDHF is along
the backbone of the polymer, the polarization of the emission
provides information about the molecular orientation. A measure
of the molecular order can be made using two polarized
fluorescence images collected at orthogonal polarizations. From
these images an anisotropy (or linear dichroism) image is
calculated from the difference in intensity in the two polarizations
normalized to the total intensity17 (+100%) purely horizontal,
-100%) purely vertical). The NSOM fluorescence anisotropy
images are shown in Figure 3. The overall order in the image is
assessed on the basis of the standard deviation of the distribution
of anisotropy values from all of the pixels in the image. An
average of these standard deviations for many samples gives
anisotropy values of 12.5 and 23.6% for 2- and 12-h annealed
PDHF films, respectively. The anisotropy is slightly different from
the standard order parameter, S, used to quantify nematic liquid
crystalline order, because the anisotropy reflects only the in-plane
alignment along an arbitrary direction (horizontal in the image)
rather than the three-dimensional alignment along the liquid crystal
director. The maximum anisotropy in the 2- and 12-h sample are
34 and 47%, respectively. Assuming the director for the regions
of maximum anisotropy are along the horizontal axis, the order
parameterS is 0.51 and 0.60 in the 2- and 12-h samples,
respectively. The maximum anisotropy value of 100% is not
observed in any region because the ordered regions are not aligned
throughout the depth of the film. Because the NSOM excitation
is not completely absorbed in the top region of the film, domains
below the first layer in the film that are not oriented in the same
direction will wash out the net anisotropy. Modeling of the film
as a grid of perfectly ordered 50 nm cubic domains that are
randomly ordered throughout the film reproduces both the
maximum and standard deviation anisotropy values.17

The polarization also reveals the structure of the polymer within
the lamellae. The intensity of fluorescence is greatest when
collected perpendicular to the lamellae’s long axis as shown in
Figure 3 and Figure 4. Since the fluorescence is polarized along
the polymer backbone, this shows that the lamellae are composed
of polymers stacked orthogonal to the lamellae’s long axis. A
similar structure has been proposed by Rabe et al. for nanoribbons
of PPE characterized using AFM.23 The Schlieren texture in the

PLM is the result of the lamellae orienting with directors around
disclination defects rather than the polymers themselves. The
lamellae width are all around 40 nm in the topography measure-
ments. Due to the high polydispersity it is unlikely that the ribbons
are composed of single fully extended chains. More likely they
are made up of a few chains. The high anisotropy value and
NSOM simulations indicated that structure must maintain its order
for around 50 nm into the depth of the film. Such a structure will
have very different carrier dynamics compared to either a
completely isotropic or simple nematic film. As the film is
annealed from 2 to 12 h, the intrapolymer emission is almost
completely quenched. The strong reduction in intrapolymer
emission indicates that the initial excitations are able to migrate
to low-energy interpolymer sites more readily in the fully
developed lamellar structure. The fact that the structures increase
in length rather than width as the film is annealed suggests that
there is a larger mobility along the lamella than there is
perpendicular to this secondary structure.

With an understanding of the molecular structure in the
annealed films, NSOM can be used to further study the inter-
and intrapolymer emitting species by imaging with two wave-
lengths. Simultaneous images at 400 and 660 nm show identical
contrast indicating the inter- and intrapolymer species are
dispersed evenly in the films even in the highly ordered lamellae
structures. Polarization studies at these wavelengths also indicate
that the interpolymer species have the same polarization as the
intrapolymer species.

In conclusion, we have used the correlated topography and
optical information to reveal a complex molecular structure in
annealed PDHF films. The results indicate annealed and aligned
conjugated polymer systems have a richer morphology than
previously believed, and this structure has a strong impact on
the emission and carrier dynamics in the systems. The highly
ordered ribbonlike features in the 12-h annealed PDHF films
create both a high number of interpolymer sites as well as increase
the mobility of excitations in the film.
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Figure 3. 2 × 2 µm topography (a,b) and NSOM fluorescence anisotropy
(c,d) of 2-h (a,c) and 12-h (b,d) annealed PDHF films. Figure 4. 1 × 1 µm images of 12-h annealed PDHF. (a) Topography,

(b) line scan across topography, (c) horizontal, and (d) vertical polarized
NSOM fluorescence.
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